For some, gardening comes naturally -- for millions of others, it's an endless array of trial-and-error. Whether or not you were born with an instinctual green thumb doesn't mean you have to settle for a lackluster garden void of personality and beauty. If you're searching for easy, innovative and amazing gardening tricks, continue reading for 10 insanely awesome hacks capable of turning your garden into an area of pride, beauty and fun!

**Trick #1 | Biodegradable Planters Out of Old Toilet Paper Rolls**

Looking for a way to enhance the appearance of your garden while simultaneously repurposing an everyday item? [Click Here](http://knowledgeweighsnothing.com) for step-by-step instructions on how to turn old toilet paper rolls into the perfect Earth-friendly planter.
Trick #2 | Add Some Personality With Custom Moss Graffiti

For some, moss is a nuisance, while for many others, this small green growth can produce visually stunning results. Why not call upon the power of nature to invigorate your garden with personal messages or designs. All you need is a location with ample sunlight and an easy mixture of buttermilk, sugar and water (or even beer). Explore step-by-step directions Here.

Trick #3 | Lemon Rind Seedlings

Wish there was an easy way to start a seedling without having to purchase additional products? You're in luck! This simple guide shows you how to support healthy seedlings within a lemon rind.

Trick #4 | Gallon Jug Watering Spot

Perfectly watering your garden can be difficult if you don't have the proper tools. The most successful homesteading or urban farming ventures are those which repurpose everyday items - like a gallon water or milk jug. This simple guide shows you how to make the perfect watering can with gallon jugs.

Trick #5 | Gallon Jug Transformation Into a Gardening Shovel

Need effective gardening tools, but you're low on cash? No problem, A Farm of Your Home features a simple way to transform old plastic gallon jugs into gardening shovels, trays and plant tags.

Trick #6 | Store Bought Basil Plant Cuttings

One of the most exciting qualities of freshly bought herbs is its ability to be replanted for homegrown herbs. None are as successful at this venture than freshly bought basil. This easy to follow guide clearly explains how to plant store bought basil cuttings.

Trick #7 | Shower Caddie Hanging Gardens

Don't have a lot of space for traditional gardens? Time to go vertical! This guide details how to transform an everyday shower caddie into a vibrant and productive hanging garden.

Trick #8 | Shoe Rack Vertical Gardening

Urban farmers and homesteaders must maximize every square inch of their garden. Vertical gardening is the way to go, and This easy-to-follow guide gives step-by-step instructions for transforming your shoe rack into a high-yielding vegetable garden.
**Trick #9 | Towel Garden Watering Technique**

Going out of town for a few days (or feeling a little lazy)? Don't let your plants suffer. This insanely clever trick helps keep your garden freshly watered while you're away through the use of everyday paper towels.

**Trick #10 | Sweeten Tomatoes With Baking Soda**

Taking the tartness out of homegrown tomatoes has never been easier - or more cost effective. The Gardening Cook offers a simple guide to sweeten tomatoes without the use of expensive, or toxic, ingredients.
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